Abstract-Malicious script,such as JavaScript, is one of the primary threats of the network security. JavaScript is not only a browser scripting language that allows developers to create sophisticated client-side interfaces for web applications, but also used to carry out attacks taht used to steal users' credentials and lure users into providing sensitive information to unauthorized parties. We propose a static malicious JavaScript detection techniques based on SVM(Support Vector Machine). Our approach combines static detection with machine learning technique, to analyze and extract malicious script features,and use the machine learning technology,SVM, to classify the scripts.This technique has the characteristics of high detection rate,low false positive rate and the detection of unknown attacks. Applied to experiments on the prepared data set, we achieved excellent detection performance.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of network information technology, information security issues gains more and more attentions. The malicious script is one of the primay security threats of computer networks. By constructing a special web page, which contains Trojans, viruses, worms, or aggressive programs, malicious script propagate to the user's computer when the user access to these pages.
Based on the execution state of malicious script, the current detection methods of malicious script can be divided into the static analysis and dynamic analysis method:
Without executing the script, the static analysis method uses the static characteristic, the structure of the scripts to identify malicious scripts, take [1] as example, it counts malicious signatures, then weights the different statistical methods with Judgment matrix method, and at last uses the weighted geometric mean method to obtain the results. This method not only requires some obvious features, but also weak at finding unknown attacks.
Dynamic analysis method, which runs malicious scripts in the controlled environment, detects malicious scripts by observing the execution states, processes. In [2] [3], they monitor system ports, network connections, the registry, system configuration files , to detect abnormal procedures. The method has to run malicious code, which increases the risk of the system, and the efficiency is also a problem.
Malicious script is the special code hidden in the scripting language, such as js files. Thanks to its standardized script format, grammar, we tend to get enough static characteristics information of the file, to distinguish the malicious script and the benign script [4] . This article uses machine learning techniques to analyze the feature of the script, proposes a static detection method based on SVM.
II. MALICIOUS SCRIPT FEATURE EXTRACTION JavaScript [5] is a lightweight, object-based and eventdriven scripting language. JavaScript based on HTML could develop interactive Web pages, making web users achieve real-time, dynamic interaction [6] . However, JavaScript is also an attractive choice for attackers to implement their assaults and distribute them over the Internet., such as crosssite scripting attacks, SQL injection attacks and passive download attack.
According to a survey to 90 sites in the China Education and Research Network (CERNET) in 2008, nearly one-third of the sites was attacked. And 39% of the attacks is caused by the malicious JavaScript [6] . Its characteristics make JavaScript easy to become a carrier of malicious programs.
JavaScript has two characteristics: First, JavaScript, a description language as a file, can be executed directly through the browser; Second, Without protection, JavaScript written in the HTML can be seen and copy by anyone directly.
Therefore, these characteristics have made JavaScript the one of attackers' favorite tools. To solve this problem, sandboxing mechanism is provided to prevent malicious JavaScript from compromising the security of client's environment [8] . And it allows the code to perform a restricted set of operations only. What's more, the sandboxing mechanism not only brings the problem of efficiency, but also constraints the execution of JavaScript in client. In this paper, we turn to machine learning classification techniques to solve this problem.
To achieve this goal, features are analyzed and extracted at first. According to [9] , we can extract 17 malicious JavaScript features. And 10 features more are added based on the analysis of the data. The part of 27 features are explained as follows:
In most benign cases, the number of some special functions is limited while there are a relatively large number of these functions in malicious script, such as the eval function, escape function,DOM-modifying function. The exploits usually call several of DOM functions in order to instantiate vul-nerable components and/or create elements in the page for the pur-pose of loading external scripts and exploit pages.And the escape function could be called to code malicious string.The abnormal use of special keyword, tag,string are also considered.
Unfortunately, obfuscation techniques, which was intended to protect the source code, is taken by the attackers to circumvent these feature extraction. In order to reduce the impact of the obfuscation, we also do a certain degree of strength analysis [10] . Some features such as the scripts' whitespace percentage, the maximum entropy of the strings, the entropy of the script, are measured. 
III. MALICIOUS SCRIPT DETECTION BASED ON SVM
The machine learning technology,SVM, which could help summarize the knowledge of identifying known malicious JavaScript, carry out a similarity search to find unknown malicious JavaScript, with a high detection rate and low false alarm rate [11] .
A. SVM
SVM (Support Vector Machine), originated in statistical learning theory by Vapnik et al in 1995, was focused on pattern classification problems [12] . It is a statistical learning algorithm that classifies the samples using a subset of training samples called support vectors.In simple terms, SVM, which creates a feature space with the attributes in the training dataset, is to search a decision boundary or an optimal hyperplane to separates the feature space with the maximum interval,as shown in Fig.1 .
There are two types of SVM. The linear SVM which separates the data points with a linear boundary and the nonlinear SVM which separates the data points with a nonlinear boundary.
In the case of linearly separable problems, it is easy to find the plane in the feature space that separate two types of samples. Therefore, our optimal plane is the one that has maximum geometry interval. As the following formulas shows:
Linear SVM performs well on datasets that can be easily separated by a hyper-plane into two parts. But sometimes datasets are complex and are difficult to classify using a linear kernel. Non-linear SVM classifiers can be used for such complex datasets.
In the non-linear case, it maps the data into a high dimensional space, where an optimal separating hyperplane would be found. With appropriate mapping function, most of the non-linear problem can be transformed into the linear problem in high-dimensional space. However, the highdimensional mapping also brings the curse of dimensionality, and it is a disaster to calculate separating hyperplane in the feature space. The inner product can be realized in the feature space with kernel function satisfies Mercer, which is a trick to this problem: 
B. The malicious script analysis framework based on SVM
As mentioned before, the script analysis can be divided into static analysis and dynamic analysis. Here, we propose an SVM-based static analysis method, combined with machine learning classification techniques, to distinguish malicious scripts and benign script. Its script training flowchart and script test flow chart are shown in Fig.2. a) Dataset preparation: collect enough malicious JavaScript and benign JavaScript from the site. g) The data prediction: using the best model to predict the classification of the test set. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Experimental Analysis
The experimental data is composed of 1000 malicious JavaScript collected from VX Heavens [13] and 1000 benign ones from reputable sites. The dataset is divided into three, one third as the training set and two thirds as the test set.
According to the analysis previously,we extract 27 features of the dataset, scale on the extracted features, and converts it into WEKA file format.
The Table. II above shows that , SVM obtains more than 90% both on accuracy and recall, and the accuracy on the training set even raised to 93.8% . SVM shows a better accuracy even in the case of less training samples.
In this paper, we choose the RBF kernel to get the best classification model. Two parameters would be adjusted, the penalty factor C and kernel function parameter γ.
C is used to weigh the "Find largest interval hyperplane" and "make sure minimum deviation of the data points", C set large value easily causes overlearning, and reduceing the generalization performance. When set small value, it results in less learning, which all the sample are classified into the strong class. γ stands for the nuclear radius, directly impacts the classification performance of SVM. With too large value, it will end in zero generalization ability, while with too small value, the classify ability of new samples close to zero,even it has a high accuracy on the training set [14] .
The optimization algorithm, GridSearch on WEKA, is used in this paper to search the optimal parameters.Set accurately rate as criterion, 1 as Step of C, γ steps as a base unit, and obtain the experimental results of Table. III. when C = 27, γ= 4, the training set accuracy up to 96.59%. And get the best optimization model parameter training.
As shown in Table. IV, SVM gains higher accuracy on the training set and a test set than ADTree and NaveBayes. NaveBayes even don't obtains 90%, while SVM has an accuracy of 94.38% on the test set. It is clear that the SVM is better at handling binary class.
These experimental results shows that, the static detection method based on SVM we proposed, is excellent both on the accuracy and detection efficiency. B. System implementation The implementation of prototype system for the detection of malicious JavaScript is introduced in this section. The system can directly detect a JavaScript script, or deal with a URL to detect the JavaScript the page contains.
The module of feature extraction and SVM detection is developed by C, while the script extraction is by PHP. As shown in Figure 3 .
1) Script extraction module:
This module is developed for the user as interface, provides services of script detection . Users can either choose to upload a JavaScript script, or submit a URL address. This module will analyze the page, and extract the JavaScript and then package to feature extraction module for further analysis.
2) Feature extraction module: Firstly,this module would accept the JavaScript from the last one, do data cleaning and remove extra blank lines, comments and so on; Then extract 27 feature previously mentioned; At last, the data is scaled to [0,1] to improve computational efficiency, and converted into the standard form of the next detection module.
3) SVM detection module
The model used here,SVM, is trained with optimal parameters. It accepts a standard data from feature extraction module. Detected by SVM, the results are then delivered to display in the script extraction module. This paper proposed a SVM-based malicious JavaScript detection method, which,based on fully analysis of scripting language, extracts the static information of the script, and improves the detection efficiency and safety of the system, without parsing and compiling the script; The SVM has a good reputation in the practical application of machine learning, and helps detect unknown attacks. The experimental results show that this method has a high accuracy and low false alarm , and could detect unknown attacks.
